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First decision letter 

 
MS ID#: JOCES/2020/243956 
 
MS TITLE: Disease-associated keratin mutations reduce traction forces and compromise adhesion 
and collective migration 
 
AUTHORS: Sachiko Fujiwara, Shinji Deguchi, and Thomas M Magin 
ARTICLE TYPE: Short Report 
 
We have now reached a decision on the above manuscript. 
 
To see the reviewers' reports and a copy of this decision letter, please go to: https://submit-
jcs.biologists.org and click on the 'Manuscripts with Decisions' queue in the Author Area. 
(Corresponding author only has access to reviews.) 
 
As you will see, the reviewers raise a number of substantial criticisms that prevent me from 
accepting the paper at this stage. They suggest, however, that a revised version might prove 
acceptable, if you can address their concerns. If you think that you can deal satisfactorily with the 
criticisms on revision, I would be pleased to see a revised manuscript. We would then return it to 
the reviewers. 
 
Please ensure that you clearly highlight all changes made in the revised manuscript. Please avoid 
using 'Tracked changes' in Word files as these are lost in PDF conversion. 
 
I should be grateful if you would also provide a point-by-point response detailing how you have 
dealt with the points raised by the reviewers in the 'Response to Reviewers' box. Please attend to 
all of the reviewers' comments. If you do not agree with any of their criticisms or suggestions 
please explain clearly why this is so. 
 
 
Reviewer 1 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
Sachiko Fujiwara and colleagues have investigated the effects of keratin K14 mutations on cell 
contractility, adhesion and migration. It is an insightful paper which sheds light on the cellular 
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defects underlying Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex (EBS) and also provides a better, although still 
very incomplete characterization of the interplay between keratin intermediate filaments and the 
acto-myosin network.  
 
Comments for the author 
 
Despite some imprecisions that should be easily corrected, the data are generally clear. However, 
the conclusions are quite confusing and sometimes overdrawn. In particular, the relative role of 
keratin, RhoA, acto-myosin contractility and focal adhesion (FA) maturation and distribution is not 
clear. Also, the impact of keratin in mechanotransduction claimed by the authors in the abstract 
and in several paragraphs, does not appear supported by the data.  
 
General comments 
1. One major concern is the relative regulatory functions of keratin RhoA, actin and focal 
adhesions. Keratin mutation affect RhoA activity, actin and FA. Because of the very tight 
connection between RhoA, the acto-myosin network and FAs, keratin can in principle act on any of 
these three to affect the others. In their conclusions (text and Fig S3) the authors show that keratin 
K14 affect Rho activity to control FAs and acto-myosin, which in turn control traction forces, 
mechanotransduction and FAK, to eventually regulate cell migration. The authors do not provide 
clear evidence that Rho is upstream of the other events. The fact that CNO3, which activates Rho 
only very partially rescue the FAs and does not rescue actin organization instead argues that Rho 
activity may only indirectly participate in these events or even be downstream of keratin impact on 
FAs or actin. If, as the authors hypothesize but do not show, the localization of RhoA (in addition to 
its activity) is altered, then it is possibly that FA signaling is upstream of the local regulation of 
RhoA. In any case, I am not sure that the schematic drawing of keratin-induced signaling cascades 
(Fig S3) is appropriate at this stage. The last sentence of the abstract (and in the summary) should 
also be reworded, as there is no evidence that IF regulate “mechanotransduction” (see below), and 
that it acts through Rho signaling “upstream” of cell-ECM adhesions.  
2. Mechanotransduction is the transduction of a mechanical cue into a biochemical signaling 
leading to numerous cellular responses including cell contraction. The authors nicely show that 
keratin K14 mutation affects cell contractility and Rho associated signaling but that not necessarily 
means that it control mechanotransduction except for the fact that if the acto-myosin contractility 
is abolished there cannot be any mechanosensing nor mechanotransduction. Unless the authors 
show that rigidity-dependent changes in intracellular signaling (Rho activity, YAP localization etc… 
on soft and rigid substrate) do not occur after K14 mutations, their conclusions should be softened. 
At this stage, their observation showing keratin 14 mutation affects Rho activity and acto-myosin 
contractility suggests that keratin 14 might be involved in mechanotransduction. 
3. P7, end of the 1st paragraph. The authors conclude that” R131P mutation-induced keratin 
disorganization and resulting consequences are independent of plectin”. They do show that plectin 
is not involved in the formation of keratin aggregate but they do not show that plectin is not 
involved in the resulting consequences (cell contractility, adhesion, migration etc…). The authors 
should reword and soften their conclusions or show additional data to support them. 
4. Fig3, p7. The authors claim that keratin IF and RhoA are important for  
“substrate stiffness-dependent cell adhesion formation”. However, even plated on gel, cells adhere 
and form FA (as shown in Fig 3), so what do the authors mean by ‘substrate stiffness-dependent cell 
adhesion”? These results only confirm that K14R131P alters cell adhesion on gel as well as on glass. 
P8, the authors conclude that the keratin network plays essential role in substrate stiffness sensing, 
but I do not see any evidence for that in the data. 
5. Fig4, p8. After showing that FAK phosphorylation is altered and that FAK is mislocalized in 
K14 R131P expressing cells, they conclude that this suggest that K14R131P disturbs localization and 
activation of FAK, “leading to defective FA formation”. One might argue that it may be the 
opposite that Keratin mutation alters FAs formation which leads to an altered localization and 
activation of FAK. 
 
Specific comments 
1. P4, Fig 1. The authors assess cell contractility and traction forces by quantifying the 
wrinkles formed by cells plated on soft gels. They quantify the total wrinkle length observed in one 
image and normalize it by the number of cells in this image. Is it not clear whether the decrease in 
wrinkle length correspond to less cells forming wrinkles (as it seems to be the case on the image 
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shown) or smaller wrinkles for each cell forming wrinkle. Can the authors clarify this point (possibly 
by quantifying the % of cells forming wrinkles)?  
2. Fig1E. The westernblot does not convincingly show the decrease in RhoA activity. Although 
RhoA-GTP level is decreased in R125C cells, RhoA level and the amount of Rhotekin beads in this 
sample are both lower. Even if active RhoA levels are normalized by the levels of total RhoA, it is 
essential that the amount of beads is the same in the two conditions. Can the authors show a more 
convincing example?  
3. Fig. 1D, 1E, Fig. 4B-H. The number of independent experiments used for the quantification 
is not indicated. Are they quantitative westernblots?  
4. Fig.2A. WT cells appear more confluent (possibly because they are more adherent) than the 
mutant cells. The presence of cell-cell contacts is likely to affect the distribution of focal adhesion 
and the actin organization. How is this taken into account in the quantification? Can they show 
actin organization in K14 WT expressing cells which are not confluent? Is the actin still organized in 
a circular manner in such conditions? 
5. Fig. 2 Rho activation by CNO3 rescue FA size but not localization  
(although on the image Fig2A lower right panel, the FAs do seem closer to the cell edge) and does 
not rescue actin organization. Is cell contractility restored by RhoA activation? 
6. Fig. 2C. How do the authors define the “peripheral FAs” ? Do they fix a distance from the 
cell edge or are the FAs that touch the cell edge? Is there a minimal size above which a fluorescent 
dot is scored as a FA? 
7. Fig. 3. What is the rigidity of the gel used in these experiments? 
8. Fig. 3C. How do the authors score “spread cells”? What are the criteria used for this 
quantification? 
9. English grammar and orthography should be checked in particular in the figures and figure 
legends.  
 
 
Reviewer 2 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
In this paper Fujiwara et al examine the interplay between keratin filament organization, RhoA 
activity, F-actin, focal adhesion and the resulting traction forces on the substratum through a 
comparison of the impact of re-expressing WT keratin 14 vs. a disease-causing allele in K14, namely 
K14 R125C, in keratin-free mouse skin keratinocytes. This effort builds on previous studies from this 
group and by other researchers in the field. The study yielded interesting observations, many of 
which require additional data and an expanded scope for the associated conclusions to be binding. 
In its current form, the manuscript feels premature and somewhat lacking in novelty. 
 
Comments for the author 
 
The findings presented in this ms. do not explain why, in the setting of EBS disease (whether in 
actual patient skin or in mouse models for this disorder), the cleavage consistently occur within 
basal keratinocytes, generally mid-way between the very base of the cell and the nucleus. A very 
important consideration is that the surface area of contact between keratinocytes and the ECM is 
considerably larger in 2-D culture relative to the epidermis in situ – therefore, the impact seen on 
FA organization and function may be magnified significantly, with the associated relevance being 
unclear. 
 
One surprising omission in this paper is that the authors do not cite their own past work – an 
important study by Werner et al., Mol Biol Cell 2004, in which the assembly behavior of the K14 
R125C mutant had been assessed in cultured keratinocytes using a live cell imaging approach. In 
many ways the current offering feels like a logical extension of this >15 years old study. 
 
Data relevant to Figure 1. There are key limitations to the data presented in this segment of the 
ms., which collectively erode the validity of the major conclusions attained by the authors. First, 
the authors are using a single type of (indirect) measurement to assess and quantitate traction 
forces exerted by cells. Use of an independent/complementary assay to further substantiate the 
conclusion is highly desirable if not essential. Second, the authors tested only one disease-causing 
mutation in K14 – one that involves the addition of a cysteine residue at position 125 in human K14. 
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At least one additional mutant, in which the nature of the amino acid substitution is different, 
should be tested (the latter was done in Homberg et al., 2015). Third, how does one discriminate 
between loss of traction forces being a direct, vs. indirect, vs. very indirect consequence of mutant 
keratin expression? Re-expression of wildtype K14 in mutant K14-expressing cells should at least 
partially rescue the phenotype. Fourth and finally, the authors should provide data documenting 
the levels of transfected keratin expression relative to normal endogenous levels, and also ensure 
that the levels at which the control and mutant keratins are expressed are the same (and, just as 
importantly, what about K5 levels?). 
 
Data relevant to Figure 2. The difference in keratin network organization between WT K14- vs. 
mutant K14 expressing cells are not so obvious, This may be in part due to the presentation of low 
magnification recordings (and this may relate to expression levels...). Further, the fluorescence 
pattern should be assessed using quantitative, non-subjective parameters. In the same vein, the 
impact of treatment with CN03 on keratin filament organization in mutant keratin-expression 
keratinocytes is not obvious from the data presented – the expectation here is that there should be 
an impact to substantiate a functional link between keratin organization and FA status. By contrast, 
the impact of CN03 on vinculin distribution and pattern is very obvious. The role of keratins (K6 
comes to mind; also, vimentin, other IF proteins), of plakophilin, and of plectin on F-actin and FA 
organization have all been described some time ago. Therefore, the statement on p. 6 that “ The 
current data establish that intact keratin networks control actin reorganization and FA formation” 
is not optimally crafted – it feels like this notion was established by several researchers some time 
ago already. 
 
Data relevant to Figure 3. Again, here, the impact of CN03 treatment (RhoA activation) on keratin 
filament organization in mutant-expressing keratinocytes is not obvious, and a similar impression 
applies to the vinculin pattern. This data set could and should be substantiated by a more rigorous 
quantitation than what is offered by the authors. One recurring feature in the data presented is 
that the mutant keratin-expressing keratinocytes show a considerably smaller surface area relative 
to WT K14-expressing ones – and accordingly alterations in overall cell size (if that is what this is) 
may have an impact on the assessment of actin and FA organization in cells. 
 
 
Reviewer 3 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
Mutations in keratin 5 or 14 give rise to the skin blistering disease (EBS),  
though the molecular understanding as to why mutant keratin networks cause EBS pathology are 
incompletely understood. This study looks at the effects of a single point mutation (that is known 
to cause EBS pathology in both humans and mice) on an intracellular signaling pathway involving 
RhoA GTPase, Src, and FAK to regulate focal adhesion complexes and cell migration. Both mouse 
and human keratinocytes are utilized in this study.  
The study would be of interest to the journal’s readership, but there are some data elements that 
seem contradictory to or confounded by each other which makes it difficult to be convinced of the 
authors’ conclusions overall. The following points need to be addressed.  
 
Comments for the author 
 
1) It is noticed across multiple figures that the morphology of the mutant cells relative to the 
WT cells is strikingly different. Mutant cells appear to be uniformly smaller and with less circularity 
compared to WT cells. These attributes alone, independent of a mutant keratin network, are likely 
to influence actin and FA localization patterns. This raises a question about how direct the 
contribution of the R131P mutant K14 network is to the actin, FA, RhoA activity findings as 
presented. Is there another keratin mutant that would not have these same effects?  
 
2) It is unclear how wrinkle length is an appropriate readout for traction force. It seems that 
the length of the wrinkle would also be dependent on the size and motility of a cell, both of which 
appear to be quite different in mutant keratin expressing cells compared to WT. Short of measuring 
the actual forces, depth of deformation of the silicone substrate would seem to be a better readout 
for assessing traction force.  
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3) It is unclear whether RhoA activity is downregulated. In figures 1D-E, the data appears to 
indicate the opposite of the authors’ conclusions.  
There is less total RhoA being pulled down from the mutant cells compared to WT, but the active 
RhoA (Rhotekin-RBD) looks about the same between mutant and WT. Wouldn’t this indicate that 
the mutant cells are actually more active since they can equal the WT activity with much less total 
RhoA?  
 
4) Related to the previous point, the Rho activation data with CN03 is confusing. First, it 
doesn’t appear that CN03 induces phospho-myl2 in WT or mutant cells based on the immunoblots. 
So, is CN03 even working as expected?  
Second, assuming CN03 is working, how does global Rho activation not have any impact on the 
cellular actin network? An analysis of RhoA localization in mutant keratin expressing cells compared 
to WT might help to convince that CN03 is actually activating RhoA in a WT keratin network 
dependent manner (e.g. does RhoA localize preferentially to the periphery or membranes after 
CN03 stimulation?)  
 
5) Regarding the migration data in figure 5, it is surprising that the mutant cells migrated 
faster than WT cells. How can this be explained given that there are alledgedly less total FAs/cell 
area in the cell (from Figure 2) and presumably less FA turnover based on lower phospho-FAK and 
phospho-Src (from Figure 4) in mutant keratin expressing cells compared to WT?  
 
6) Related to the previous point, does RhoA activation “restore” the migration characteristics 
of the mutant keratin expressing cells to a more WT-like state? 
 
Additional minor comment: 
It is unclear what cells are used in the experiment reported in Figure 4F.  
 
 

 
 
First revision 
 
Author response to reviewers' comments 
 
We thank the Monitoring Editor and the Reviewers for the valuable comments. According to the 
reviewer's comments, we carried out additional experiments and revised the manuscript carefully. 
Our individual responses to each of the comments are listed below. Please note that the reviewer's 
comments are given in italics with dark blue font color in the PDF file, followed by our responses. 
 
Replies to Reviewer 1 
 
Reviewer 1 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
Sachiko Fujiwara and colleagues have investigated the effects of keratin K14 mutations on cell 
contractility, adhesion and migration. It is an insightful paper which sheds light on the cellular 
defects underlying Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex (EBS) and also provides a better, although still 
very incomplete, characterization of the interplay between keratin intermediate filaments and the 
acto-myosin network.  
 
We are grateful for the overall constructive and encouraging comments. In our revision, we have 
added new data, have clarified our manuscript and toned down some statements. 
 
Reviewer 1 Comments for the author 
Despite some imprecisions that should be easily corrected, the data are generally clear. However, 
the conclusions are quite confusing and sometimes overdrawn. In particular, the relative role of 
keratin, RhoA, acto-myosin contractility and focal adhesion (FA) maturation and distribution is not 
clear. Also, the impact of keratin in mechanotransduction claimed by the authors in the abstract 
and in several paragraphs, does not appear supported by the data. 
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General comments 
1.One major concern is the relative regulatory functions of keratin, RhoA, actin and focal 
adhesions. Keratin mutation affect RhoA activity, actin and FA. Because of the very tight 
connection between RhoA, the acto-myosin network and FAs, keratin can in principle act on any of 
these three to affect the others. In their conclusions (text and Fig S3) the authors show that keratin 
K14 affect Rho activity to control FAs and acto-myosin, which in turn control traction forces, 
mechanotransduction and FAK, to eventually regulate cell migration. The authors do not provide 
clear evidence that Rho is upstream of the other events. The fact that CN03, which activates Rho 
only very partially rescue the FAs and does not rescue actin organization instead argues that Rho 
activity may only indirectly participate in these events or even be downstream of keratin impact on 
FAs or actin. If, as the authors hypothesize but do not show, the localization of RhoA (in addition to 
its activity) is altered, then it is possibly that FA signaling is upstream of the local regulation of 
RhoA. In any case, I am not sure that the schematic drawing of keratin-induced signaling cascades 
(Fig S3) is appropriate at this stage. The last sentence of the abstract (and in the summary) should 
also be reworded, as there is no evidence that IF regulate “mechanotransduction” (see below), and 
that it acts through Rho signaling “upstream” of cell-ECM adhesions. 
 
The activities of Rho activator CN03 are quite different among cell types, and the proper treatment 
condition ranges from 0.25 µg/mL, 1-2 h to 5 µg/mL, 3-4 h (manufacturer’s data sheet, 
Cytoskeleton, Cat #CN03), and several reports show the response of keratinocytes to CN03 are mild 
and weak: Treatment of primary keratinocytes with 1 µg/mL CN03 for 4 h did not affect actin 
structures in wildtype keratinocytes but rescued the weakened actin structures in Integrin-Linked-
kinase KO cells (Sayedyahossein et al., 2016). CN03 strengthened the adherens junction structures 
and ventral actin stress fibers in Hacat cells, but high concentration of CN03 and long treatment 
time (5 µg/mL for 6 h) are required (Hirata et al., 2016). These reports suggest that CN03 does not 
cause robust activation of Rho in keratinocytes but allowed us to analyze cellular phenotypes upon 
mild activation of Rho. We treated mouse keratinocytes at 4 µg/mL for 6 h, and showed that 
although CN03 did not have a significant effect on K14-WT cells, it significantly upregulated 
phospho-Myl2 levels, increased the size of FA, and partially rescued the adhesion formation on a gel 
in K14R131P. 
According to the reviewer’s suggestion, we analyzed the localization of endogenous RhoA in 
keratinocytes by TCA fixation followed by immunostaining with RhoA-specific antibody. RhoA 
localized diffusely throughout the cytoplasm to the cell peripheral region in K14-WT cells with some 
enhancement around the nucleus as previously reported in other cell types (Kranenburg et al., 
1997; Michaelson et al., 2001; Yonemura et al., 2004). By contrast, in K14R131P, the signal of 
endogenous RhoA can be observed in the cytoplasm as in K14-WT cells, but was faint in the 
peripheral region (Fig. S2I). It is probable that the intact keratin networks are important for the 
localization of RhoA to the cell periphery to promote peripheral FA formation. Though desirable, 
the nature of TCA fixation conditions preclude codistribution studies of RhoA, keratin, and actin; 
although TCA fixation is the suitable method for immunofluorescence analysis of endogenous RhoA, 
keratin filament structures are not preserved and phalloidin does not bind to F-actin under the TCA 
fixation. 
We also analyzed the effects of overexpression of RhoA-N19 and RhoA-V14, a dominant negative 
form and a dominant active form of RhoA, respectively, on keratin organization (See the right 
panels on the PDF file). Overexpressed RhoA formed some punctate structures but mostly localized 
throughout the cytoplasm and plasma membrane as previously described (Valderrama et al., 2006). 
RhoA-N19 did not caused obvious effects neither on the intact fine keratin networks in K14-WT cells 
nor the aggregated keratin in K14R131P. RhoA-V14 did not affect the fine keratin networks but 
increased the parallel alignment of keratin filaments in K14-WT cells, possibly through promoting 
the formation of ventral actin stress fibers. In K14R131P, RhoA-V14 induced cell shrinking and 
rounding, and importantly, aggregated keratin was retained in these cells. These results suggest 
that activation of Rho failed to restore the disorganization of K14-R131P filaments and thus support 
the hypothesis that the keratin network acts upstream of Rho-signaling. 
The reviewer pointed out that“the localization of RhoA (in addition to its activity) is altered, then 
it is possibly that FA signaling is upstream of the local regulation of RhoA”, however, it is not 
possible to conclude which acts upstream, because both of them affect each other’s activity, in 
addition to existing positive feedback regulation mechanisms. We propose that the presence of an 
intact keratin network sustains the positive feedback system among traction forces, FAs, actin 
filament organization and RhoA. To avoid misunderstanding of readers and to describe our 
conclusion more precisely, we removed our model figure and added our simplified but detailed 
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statement in the last paragraph of the Results and Discussion section instead (P. 10). Regarding the 
reviewer’s suggestion on mechanotransduction, we would like to reply in the next question 2. 
 
2.Mechanotransduction is the transduction of a mechanical cue into a biochemical signaling leading 
to numerous cellular responses including cell contraction. The authors nicely show that keratin K14 
mutation affects cell contractility and Rho associated signaling but that not necessarily means that 
it control mechanotransduction except for the fact that if the acto-myosin contractility is abolished 
there cannot be any mechanosensing nor mechanotransduction. Unless the authors show that 
rigidity-dependent changes in intracellular signaling (Rho activity, YAP localization etc… on soft and 
rigid substrate) do not occur after K14 mutations, their conclusions should be softened. At this 
stage, their observation showing keratin 14 mutation affects Rho activity and acto-myosin 
contractility suggests that keratin 14 might be involved in mechanotransduction. 
 
Thank you for your suggestion. We newly analyzed the localization of YAP in cells cultured on a soft 
gel by immunostaining with a YAP-specific antibody. We categorized cells by comparing the 
fluorescent intensity in the nucleus and in the cytoplasmic region (Fig. 3F,G). YAP localized mainly 
in nucleus in K14-WT cells cultured on a gel, whereas it mainly localized in the cytoplasm in 
K14R131P. The ability of cells to sense substrate stiffness and spread is associated to YAP/TAZ 
nuclear translocation to exert their co-transcriptional activity. These results support our idea that 
intact keratin networks play essential roles to sense substrate stiffness and spread in a manner that 
we would be able to call mechanotransduction as the reviewer described. 
 
3.P7, end of the 1st paragraph. The authors conclude that” R131P mutation-induced keratin 
disorganization and resulting consequences are independent of plectin”. They do show that plectin 
is not involved in the formation of keratin aggregate but they do not show that plectin is not 
involved in the resulting consequences (cell contractility, adhesion, migration etc…). The authors 
should reword and soften their conclusions or show additional data to support them. 
 
We showed that knockdown of plectin did not affect aggregation formation and the localization of 
K14-R131P. According to the reviewer’s comment, we changed the sentence in our manuscript as 
follows to more precisely describe our results: While formation and localization of K14-R131P 
aggregates is plectin-independent, we can’t exclude an involvement of plectin in cell contractility, 
adhesion and migration. 
 
4.Fig3, p7. The authors claim that keratin IF and RhoA are important for “substrate stiffness-
dependent cell adhesion formation”. However, even plated on gel, cells adhere and form FA (as 
shown in Fig 3), so what do the authors mean by ‘substrate stiffness-dependent cell adhesion”? 
These results only confirm that K14R131P alters cell adhesion on gel as well as on glass.  
 
The reviewer commented that “even plated on gel, cells adhere and form FA”. We would like to 
point out that K14R131P, especially round ones, did not show obvious FA signals (Fig. 3A, K14R131P, 
Water), indicating that such K14R131P rarely form FAs. Nevertheless, we changed the words “cell 
adhesion formation” to “cell adhesive structure formation” in order not to cause misunderstanding. 
In Fig. 3, to evaluate the cell morphology and the focal adhesion formation of the cells, we 
prepared immunofluorescent samples and analyzed cells that remained attached on a gel. We 
carefully and gently prepared the samples to reduce cell detaching during washing, fixing, 
immunostaining, and mounting as much as possible, however, floating cells and the cells did not 
attach strong enough to a gel are washed out during the sample preparation steps. To evaluate the 
ability of attachment on a gel between K14-WT and K14R131P cells, we calculated the percentage 
of cells remain adhered to a gel by counting the numbers of cells remained on a gel after sample 
preparation and divided by the number of cells seeded on a gel. The percentage of cells attached 
to a gel was significantly lower in K14R131P compared to that of K14-WT cells (Fig. 3C). 
 
P8, the authors conclude that the keratin network plays essential role in substrate stiffness sensing, 
but I do not see any evidence for that in the data. 
 
According to the reviewer’s comment, we changed the manuscript as follows; 
Before: This suggests that an intact keratin network plays essential roles in substrate stiffness 
sensing and peripheral FA formation through Rho signaling. 
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In the revised manuscript: Considering that cells actively sense the rigidity of the surrounding ECM 
by exerting traction forces to determine the cell functions including adhesion formation (Chen et 
al., 2015; Jansen et al., 2015), our results raise the possibility that an intact keratin network 
contributes to substrate stiffness sensing and peripheral FA formation, involving Rho signaling. 
 
5.Fig4, p8. After showing that FAK phosphorylation is altered and that FAK is mislocalized in K14 
R131P expressing cells, they conclude that this suggest that K14R131P disturbs localization and 
activation of FAK, “leading to defective FA formation”. One might argue that it may be the 
opposite that Keratin mutation alters FAs formation which leads to an altered localization and 
activation of FAK. 
 
According to the reviewer’s comment, we changed the corresponding statement as follows:  
 “K14R131P affects focal adhesion formation, accompanied by altered localization and activation of 
FAK”. 
 
Specific comments 
1.P4, Fig 1. The authors assess cell contractility and traction forces by quantifying the wrinkles 
formed by cells plated on soft gels. They quantify the total wrinkle length observed in one image 
and normalize it by the number of cells in this image. Is it not clear whether the decrease in 
wrinkle length correspond to less cells forming wrinkles (as it seems to be the case on the image 
shown) or smaller wrinkles for each cell forming wrinkle. Can the authors clarify this point (possibly 
by quantifying the % of cells forming wrinkles)? 
 
The decrease in wrinkle length measures a decrease in the ability of the individual cells to give rise 
to contractile forces (traction forces) or to deform the substrate. Wrinkles were not observed in all 
cells, probably because there was a threshold of forces to deform substrate or wrinkles were too 
short to be detected in this experimental condition. As the reviewer pointed out, % of cells forming 
wrinkles is also often used to quantify the traction force generation in wrinkle assay (Link et al., 
2009; Talele et al., 2015). We calculated the percentage of cells with wrinkles using the same 
images used for the wrinkle length analysis and showed that compared to K14-WT cells, fewer 
K14R131P form wrinkles (Fig. 1D). These results clearly showed that the traction force generation 
are compromised in K14R131P, with aggregated keratins. 
 
2.Fig1E. The westernblot does not convincingly show the decrease in RhoA activity. Although RhoA-
GTP level is decreased in R125C cells, RhoA level and the amount of Rhotekin beads in this sample 
are both lower. Even if active RhoA levels are normalized by the levels of total RhoA, it is essential 
that the amount of beads is the same in the two conditions. Can the authors show a more 
convincing example? 
 
According to the reviewer’s comment, we carefully repeated the active RhoA pull-down assay and 
confirmed that both the amount of total RhoA and the active form of RhoA are lower in K14R125C 
compared to NHK cells. We replaced the figure on Fig. S2C.  
 
3.Fig. 1D, 1E, Fig. 4B-H. The number of independent experiments used for the quantification is not 
indicated. Are they quantitative westernblots? 
 
All quantified data are expressed as the mean ± SD of more than three independent experiments. 
We added the number of experiments in each figure legend. 
 
4.Fig.2A. WT cells appear more confluent (possibly because they are more adherent) than the 
mutant cells. The presence of cell-cell contacts is likely to affect the distribution of focal adhesion 
and the actin organization. How is this taken into account in the quantification? Can they show 
actin organization in K14 WT expressing cells which are not confluent? Is the actin still organized in 
a circular manner in such conditions? 
 
K14R131P can adhere to a glass surface as well as K14-WT cells. We compared the actin 
organization and FA formation in subconfluent settings to exclude the effects of cell-cell contact 
formation. One may assume that the confluency seems to be different between K14-WT and 
K14R131P cells, because cell circumference and intercellular adhesion are different (also described 
in Homberg et al., 2015). We used the images for quantification where cells partially attach each 
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other both in K14-WT and in K14R131P cells. We replaced the images in Fig.2A, K14-WT Control to 
another one to precisely show our evaluation method. In addition, we added the figure that explain 
the quantification methods of FA area in Fig. S4.  
 
5.Fig. 2 Rho activation by CN03 rescue FA size but not localization (although on the image Fig2A 
lower right panel, the FAs do seem closer to the cell edge) and does not rescue actin organization. 
Is cell contractility restored by RhoA activation? 
 
Image analysis showed that the R131P mutation does not completely abolish the peripheral FAs 
(population of cells with peripheral FAs: K14-WT cells, 97%, K14R131P, 47%), therefore, K14R131P 
with peripheral FAs can be found as Fig. 2A lower panel. To elucidate the effects of CN03 in the 
cellular contractility, we analyzed the phosphorylation of myl2 by immunofluorescence with 
phospho (Thr18/Ser19)-Myl2 specific antibodies and quantified the phosphorylation levels of Myl2 
using the fluorescent signal intensity of phospho-Myl2 (Fig. 1G). In K14-WT cells, phospho-Myl2 
localized along the peripheral actin filament bundles, and CN03 treatment did not have significant 
effect on the intensity of phospho-Myl2, consistent with their effects on FA and the Rho activity in 
K14-WT cells. By contrast, the signal intensity of phospho-Myl2 was significantly lower and its 
peripheral localization was lost in K14R131P. Phospho-Myl2 signals were observed along actin 
structures, and the signal intensity was significantly upregulated to almost the same levels in K14-
WT cells by CN03 treatment in K14-R131P cells. However, the peripheral localization pattern of 
phospho-Myl2 was not rescued. These results suggest that CN03 treatment on K14R131P promotes 
the contractile force generation but is not sufficient to restore the efficient traction force 
generation at the cell peripheral region. 
 
6.Fig. 2C. How do the authors define the “peripheral FAs”? Do they fix a distance from the cell 
edge or are the FAs that touch the cell edge? Is there a minimal size above which a fluorescent dot 
is scored as a FA? 
 
To quantify FA formation, we analyzed the fluorescent image of vinculin with ImageJ programs. 
Images were processed with ‘subtract background’ command and ‘set threshold’ command, and 
then we regarded the fluorescent signal whose area is more than 0.1 µm as FA. The detailed 
methods and the example images of the data processing are found in the material and methods 
section and in Fig. S4, respectively. To categorize the cells based on the localization of FAs, the 
cell perimeter was determined by phalloidin signal, and the cells with FA on the cell edge (at least 
75% of the cell outline are surrounded with FA) are categorized as peripheral FA positive. 
 
7.Fig. 3. What is the rigidity of the gel used in these experiments? 
 
We prepared for a 3% type I collagen gel, and the elastic modulus of the gel was estimated to be 
50-100 Pa (Valero et al., 2018; the application notes of the manufacturer). 
 
8.Fig. 3C. How do the authors score “spread cells”? What are the criteria used for this 
quantification? 
 
We categorized cells based on the cell shape using phalloidin staining images. A cell is defined as 
“spread cell” if the cell possesses actin-based membrane protrusive structures (lamellipodium or 
filopodium) and the aspect ratio of the cell shape is larger than 1.25. The right panel in the PDF is 
an example image of the phalloidin staining of the cells cultured on a gel. S: spread cell; R: round 
cell. Bar, 20 µm). 
 
9.English grammar and orthography should be checked in particular in the figures and figure 
legends.  
 
Thank you for your advice. We corrected them in our revised manuscript. 
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Replies to Reviewer 2 
 
Reviewer 2 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
In this paper Fujiwara et al examine the interplay between keratin filament organization, RhoA 
activity, F-actin, focal adhesion and the resulting traction forces on the substratum through a 
comparison of the impact of re-expressing WT keratin 14 vs. a disease-causing allele in K14, namely 
K14 R125C, in keratin-free mouse skin keratinocytes. This effort builds on previous studies from this 
group and by other researchers in the field. The study yielded interesting observations, many of 
which require additional data and an expanded scope for the associated conclusions to be binding. 
In its current form, the manuscript feels premature and somewhat lacking in novelty 
 
We are grateful for the overall constructive and encouraging comments. In our revision, we have 
added new data, have clarified our manuscript and toned down some statements. 
 
Reviewer 2 Comments for the author 
The findings presented in this ms. do not explain why, in the setting of EBS disease (whether in 
actual patient skin or in mouse models for this disorder), the cleavage consistently occur within 
basal keratinocytes, generally mid-way between the very base of the cell and the nucleus.  
 
It is not in the scope of our manuscript to explain the cytolysis phenotype in EBS. It has been shown 
by others that blistering seen in vivo (probably as a consequence of extensive force) does not occur 
in 2D culture (Kitajima et al., 1989; Chamcheu et al., 2009; He and Has, 2019). 
 
A very important consideration is that the surface area of contact between keratinocytes and the 
ECM is considerably larger in 2-D culture relative to the epidermis in situ - therefore, the impact 
seen on FA organization and function may be magnified significantly, with the associated relevance 
being unclear. 
 
Given the complexity of an organotypic model it would be nearly impossible to dissect the 
contribution of keratins to traction force generation, which is the main focus of our current study. 
 
One surprising omission in this paper is that the authors do not cite their own past work - an 
important study by Werner et al., Mol Biol Cell 2004, in which the assembly behavior of the K14 
R125C mutant had been assessed in cultured keratinocytes using a live cell imaging approach. In 
many ways the current offering feels like a logical extension of this >15 years old study. 
The main focus of Werner et al., 2004 was the demonstration that keratin aggregates were dynamic 
and that both actin and microtubules are involved in filament precursor transport. These topics are 
not of primary relevance in the current study. We refer to our previous ms to mention the dynamic 
nature of aggregates. 
 
Data relevant to Figure 1. There are key limitations to the data presented in this segment of the 
ms., which collectively erode the validity of the major conclusions attained by the authors. 
First, the authors are using a single type of (indirect) measurement to assess and quantitate 
traction forces exerted by cells. Use of an independent/complementary assay to further 
substantiate the conclusion is highly desirable if not essential. 
 
The wrinkling assay has often been used to evaluate cellular traction forces (e.g., Talele et al., 
2015), though our method modifies the conventional assay by employing plasma treatment that 
enables easier preparation of the substrate. Many studies including ours suggested by extensive 
experiments that the length of the cell-induced wrinkles is in a positive correlation with the 
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magnitude of the applied forces (Burton and Taylor, 1997; Ichikawa et al., 2017). Thus, we 
employed the length as a readout of the cellular forces as well. The decrease in wrinkle length 
measures a decrease in the ability of the individual cells to give rise to contractile forces (traction 
forces) or to deform the substrate. Wrinkles were not observed in all cells, probably because there 
was a threshold of forces to deform substrate or wrinkles were too short to be detected in this 
experimental condition. As Reviewer 1 pointed out, % of cells forming wrinkles is also often used to 
quantify the traction force generation in wrinkle assay (Link et al., 2009; Talele et al., 2015). To 
further confirm our results, we also calculated the percentage of cells with wrinkles using the same 
images used for the wrinkle length analysis and showed that fewer K14R131P form wrinkles 
compared to K14-WT cells (Fig. 1D). These results clearly showed that the traction force generation 
are compromised in K14R131P, with aggregated keratins. We point out that the results of the assay 
regarding traction forces are supported by biochemical data. 
 
Second, the authors tested only one disease-causing mutation in K14 - one that involves the 
addition of a cysteine residue at position 125 in human K14. At least one additional mutant, in 
which the nature of the amino acid substitution is different, should be tested (the latter was done 
in Homberg et al., 2015).  
 
The mutant the reviewer mentioned, K5-E471D, form an intact keratin cytoskeleton with 
endogenous K14. Because the main aim of our study is to investigate the involvement of intact 
keratin network in mechanotransduction, studying the effects of K5-E471D mutation on traction 
force generation will not bring very fruitful findings. To establish proof of principle that a disrupted 
network behaves very differently from an intact condition and from the absence of a keratin 
network, we have focused on the most frequent and severe EBS-associated keratin mutation. 
Adding more mutations is best done in a future study. 
 
Third, how does one discriminate between loss of traction forces being a direct, vs. indirect, vs. 
very indirect consequence of mutant keratin expression? Re-expression of wildtype K14 in mutant 
K14-expressing cells should at least partially rescue the phenotype.  
 
In principle, we agree. However, we have reported before (Homberg et al., 2015) that the exact 
experiment suggested by the reviewer failed to restore an intact cytoskeleton, likely due to the 
dominant-negative effect of the K14 mutation. We have attempted overexpression again but with 
available tools were not successful to rescue the defect. We point out that the converse 
experiment, absence of keratins or vimentins, enhanced stress fiber formation and traction forces, 
adding weight to the keratin dependence (Fig. S2D; Wong and Coulombe, 2003; Jiu et al., 2017).  
 
Fourth and finally, the authors should provide data documenting the levels of transfected keratin 
expression relative to normal endogenous levels, and also ensure that the levels at which the 
control and mutant keratins are expressed are the same (and, just as importantly, what about K5 
levels?). 
 
The cell lines used have been extensively characterized before (Homberg et al., 2015). 
Nevertheless, we provide western blots for K14 and K5 (Fig. S2G). We point out a heterogeneity of 
keratin expression in individual murine cells which may obscure biochemical data. This 
heterogeneity is not present in human cells. We point out that the reduction in RhoA levels is seen 
both in murine engineered and human EBS cells (Fig. 1E, S2C), both of which express different 
ratios of mutant and wildtype keratins but clearly show the same tendency when it comes to RhoA 
activity. 
 
Data relevant to Figure 2. The difference in keratin network organization between WT K14- vs. 
mutant K14 expressing cells are not so obvious, This may be in part due to the presentation of low 
magnification recordings (and this may relate to expression levels...).Further, the fluorescence 
pattern should be assessed using quantitative, non-subjective parameters.  
 
We provide a better image for the discretion of the reviewer and point out Homberg et al., 2015 
where the same cells were used. In Fig. 2A, the difference appears not so dramatic because of the 
formaldehyde fixation which we had to employ. The substantial difference between K14-WT and 
K14R131P cells is clearly seen in Fig. S3C, in which cells were fixed with cold methanol and stained 
with K14-specific antibodies. 
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In the same vein, the impact of treatment with CN03 on keratin filament organization in mutant 
keratin-expression keratinocytes is not obvious from the data presented - the expectation here is 
that there should be an impact to substantiate a functional link between keratin organization and 
FA status.  
 
The reviewer misunderstood that we concluded RhoA and FA control the keratin state. Our 
statement is that keratin is involved in RhoA (CN03)-mediated FA maturation. (See page 5, 
paragraph “Keratin organization affects cell morphology, actin reorganization, and focal adhesion 
distribution through RhoA signaling”). 
 
By contrast, the impact of CN03 on vinculin distribution and pattern is very obvious. The role of 
keratins (K6 comes to mind; also, vimentin, other IF proteins), of plakophilin, and of plectin on F-
actin and FA organization have all been described some time ago. Therefore, the statement on p. 6 
that “The current data establish that intact keratin networks control actin reorganization and FA 
formation” is not optimally crafted - it feels like this notion was established by several researchers 
some time ago already. 
 
We changed our statement to “confirms and extends similar findings”. As the reviewer mentioned, 
the involvement of IFs in actin reorganization and cell adhesion formation have been reported using 
cells in which IFs are knocked down or knocked out. Knockout of K6 in keratinocytes disrupts 
desmosomal cell-cell adhesion and increase FA turnover (Wang et al. 2018). Knockdown of GFAP, 
vimentin, and nestin compromise dynamics of adherens junctions and FAs of astrocytes (Pascalis et 
al. 2018). “Extend”, because here, for the first time, an EBS-associated keratin mutant has been 
analyzed, which, as we demonstrate, shows totally different phenotypes compared with keratin 
knockout cells. This demonstrates the disruptive character of an aggregated keratin network in 
comparison to an intact keratin network. We point this out more clearly in the revised manuscript 
where appropriate. 
 
Data relevant to Figure 3. Again, here, the impact of CN03 treatment (RhoA activation) on keratin 
filament organization in mutant-expressing keratinocytes is not obvious, and a similar impression 
applies to the vinculin pattern. This data set could and should be substantiated by a more rigorous 
quantitation than what is offered by the authors.  
 
To describe the vinculin quantification method clearer, we added the detailed methods and the 
example images of the data processing in the material and methods section and in Fig. S4, 
respectively. To quantify FA formation, we analyzed the fluorescent image of vinculin with ImageJ 
programs. Images were processed with ‘subtract background’ command and ‘set threshold’ 
command, and then we regarded the fluorescent signal which area is more than 0.1 µm as FA. To 
categorize the cells based on the localization of FAs, the cell perimeter was determined by 
phalloidin signal, and the cells with FA on the cell edge (at least 75% of the cell outline are 
surrounded with FA) are categorized as peripheral FA positive. 
The activities of Rho activator CN03 are quite different among cell types, and the proper treatment 
condition ranges from 0.25 µg/mL, 1-2 h to 5 µg/mL, 3-4 h (manufacturer’s data sheet, 
Cytoskeleton, Cat #CN03), and several reports show the response of keratinocytes to CN03 are mild 
and weak. Treatment of primary keratinocytes with 1 µg/mL CN03 for 4 h did not affect actin 
structures in wildtype keratinocytes but rescued the weakened actin structures in Integrin-Linked-
kinase KO cells (Sayedyahossein et al., 2016). CN03 strengthened the adherens junction structures 
and ventral actin stress fibers in Hacat cells, but high concentration of CN03 and long treatment 
time (5 µg/mL for 6 h) are required (Hirata et al., 2016). These reports suggest that CN03 does not 
cause robust activation of Rho in keratinocytes but allowed us to analyze the cellular phenotypes 
upon the mild activation of Rho. We treated mouse keratinocytes at 4 µg/mL for 6 h, and showed 
that although CN03 did not have a significant effect on K14-WT cells, it significantly upregulated 
phospho-Myl2 levels, increased the size of FA, and partially rescued the adhesion formation on a gel 
in K14R131P. 
 
One recurring feature in the data presented is that the mutant keratin-expressing keratinocytes 
show a considerably smaller surface area relative to WT K14-expressing ones - and accordingly 
alterations in overall cell size (if that is what this is) may have an impact on the assessment of 
actin and FA organization in cells. 
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We quantified the cell size and added the data showing that the cell size of K14R131P is smaller 
than that of K14-WT cells (Fig. 2B). It is reported that cultured K17 null keratinocytes are smaller in 
size compared to WT cells (Kim et al., 2006), suggesting that certain keratins can have a profound 
impact on cell size. Regarding the actin and FA organization, depletion of all type I keratin or of K6 
in keratinocytes and of vimentin in fibroblasts and carcinoma cells reinforces actin structures (Fig. 
S2D,E, Wong and Coulombe., 2003; Jiu et al., 2017). Our current results showed that K14-R131P 
mutation has completely opposite effects on actin and FA organization to keratin depletion, 
suggesting that the existence of K14-R131P aggregates disturb the actin and FA organization. 
Collectively, these examples strongly suggest that differences in cell size are unlikely to contribute 
to the above changes. 
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Replies to Reviewer 3 
 
Reviewer 3 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
Mutations in keratin 5 or 14 give rise to the skin blistering disease (EBS), though the molecular 
understanding as to why mutant keratin networks cause EBS pathology are incompletely 
understood. This study looks at the effects of a single point mutation (that is known to cause EBS 
pathology in both humans and mice) on an intracellular signaling pathway involving RhoA GTPase, 
Src, and FAK to regulate focal adhesion complexes and cell migration. Both mouse and human 
keratinocytes are utilized in this study. The study would be of interest to the journal’s readership, 
but there are some data elements that seem contradictory to or confounded by each other, which 
makes it difficult to be convinced of the authors’ conclusions overall. The following points need to 
be addressed.  
 
We are grateful for the overall constructive and encouraging comments. In our revision, we have 
added new data, have clarified our manuscript and toned down some statements. 
 
Reviewer 3 Comments for the author 
1)It is noticed across multiple figures that the morphology of the mutant cells relative to the WT 
cells is strikingly different. Mutant cells appear to be uniformly smaller and with less circularity 
compared to WT cells. These attributes alone, independent of a mutant keratin network, are likely 
to influence actin and FA localization patterns. This raises a question about how direct the 
contribution of the R131P mutant K14 network is to the actin, FA, RhoA activity findings as 
presented. Is there another keratin mutant that would not have these same effects?  
 
We quantified the cell size and added the data showing that the cell size of K14R131P is smaller 
than that of K14-WT cells (Fig. 2B). It is reported that cultured K17 null keratinocytes are smaller in 
size compared to WT cells (Kim et al., 2006), suggesting that certain keratins can have a profound 
impact on cell size. Regarding the actin and FA organization, depletion of all type I keratin or of K6 
in keratinocytes and of vimentin in fibroblasts and carcinoma cells reinforces actin structures (Fig. 
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S2D,E, Wong and Coulombe., 2003; Jiu et al., 2017). Our current results showed that K14-R131P 
mutation has completely opposite effects on actin and FA organization to keratin depletion, 
suggesting that the existence of K14-R131P aggregates disturb the actin and FA organization. 
Collectively, these examples strongly suggest that differences in cell size are unlikely to contribute 
to the above changes. 
 
2)It is unclear how wrinkle length is an appropriate readout for traction force. It seems that the 
length of the wrinkle would also be dependent on the size and motility of a cell, both of which 
appear to be quite different in mutant keratin expressing cells compared to WT. Short of measuring 
the actual forces, depth of deformation of the silicone substrate would seem to be a better readout 
for assessing traction force. 
 
We thank the reviewer for the suggestion. Actually, the wrinkling assay has often been used to 
evaluate cellular traction forces (e.g., Talele et al., 2015), though our method partly modifies the 
conventional assay by employing plasma treatment that enables easier preparation of the 
substrate. Many studies including ours suggested by extensive experiments that the length of the 
cell-induced wrinkles is in a positive correlation with the magnitude of the applied forces (Burton 
and Taylor, 1997; Ichikawa et al., 2017). Thus, we employed the length as a readout of the cellular 
forces as well. The depth of the wrinkles might potentially be used to further accurately assess the 
forces as the reviewer suggested, but we think its measurement is extremely difficult compared to 
the length that we can easily get from the acquired image. 
 
3)It is unclear whether RhoA activity is downregulated. In figures 1D-E, the data appears to indicate 
the opposite of the authors’ conclusions. There is less total RhoA being pulled down from the 
mutant cells compared to WT, but the active RhoA (Rhotekin-RBD) looks about the same between 
mutant and WT. Wouldn’t this indicate that the mutant cells are actually more active since they 
can equal the WT activity with much less total RhoA?  
 
The panel “Rhotekin-RBD” shows the amount of GST-Rhotekin-RBD beads added to the sample 
visualized with Amido black staining, and the panel “Pull-down” shows the amount of active form 
of RhoA. We calculated the active RhoA levels by correlating it with total amount of RhoA. 
 
4)Related to the previous point, the Rho activation data with CN03 is confusing. First, it doesn’t 
appear that CN03 induces phospho-myl2 in WT or mutant cells based on the immunoblots. So, is 
CN03 even working as expected? Second, assuming CN03 is working, how does global Rho activation 
not have any impact on the cellular actin network? An analysis of RhoA localization in mutant 
keratin expressing cells compared to WT might help to convince that CN03 is actually activating 
RhoA in a WT keratin network dependent manner (e.g. does RhoA localize preferentially to the 
periphery or membranes after CN03 stimulation?)  
 
The activities of Rho activator CN03 are quite different among cell types, and the proper treatment 
condition ranges from 0.25 µg/mL, 1-2 h to 5 µg/mL, 3-4 h (manufacturer’s data sheet, 
Cytoskeleton, Cat #CN03), and several reports show the response of keratinocytes to CN03 are mild 
and weak: Treatment of primary keratinocytes with 1 µg/mL CN03 for 4 h did not affect actin 
structures in wildtype keratinocytes but rescued the weakened actin structures in Integrin-Linked-
kinase KO cells (Sayedyahossein et al., 2016). CN03 strengthened the adherens junction structures 
and ventral actin stress fibers in Hacat cells, but high concentration of CN03 and long treatment 
time (5 µg/mL for 6 h) are required (Hirata et al., 2016). These reports suggest that CN03 does not 
cause robust activation of Rho in keratinocytes but allowed us to analyze cellular phenotypes upon 
mild activation of Rho. We treated mouse keratinocytes at 4 µg/mL for 6 h, and showed that 
although CN03 did not have a significant effect on K14-WT cells, it significantly upregulated 
phospho-Myl2 levels, increased the size of FA, and promoted the adhesion formation on a gel in 
K14R131P. 
The reviewer misunderstood our results as “CN03 is actually activating RhoA in a WT keratin 
network dependent manner”. Our results show that CN03 does activate Rho signaling in K14R131P, 
in the presence of aggregated keratins, but does not rescue the spatial regulation of FA formation 
that are required for the efficient traction force generation. Nevertheless, we analyzed the 
localization of endogenous RhoA in keratinocytes by TCA fixation followed by immunostaining with 
RhoA-specific antibody. RhoA localized diffusely throughout the cytoplasm to the cell peripheral 
region in K14-WT cells with some enhancement around the nucleus as previously reported in other 
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cell types (Kranenburg et al., 1997; Michaelson et al., 2001; Yonemura et al., 2004). By contrast, in 
K14R131P, the signal of endogenous RhoA can be observed in the cytoplasm as in K14-WT cells, but 
was faint in the peripheral region (Fig. S2I). It is probable that intact keratin networks are 
important for the localization of RhoA to the cell periphery to promote peripheral FA formation. 
Considering FA localized in cell periphery in K14-WT cells but not in K14R131P, it can be assumed 
that CN03 treatment will not be able to rescue the peripheral localization of RhoA in K14R131P. 
 
5)Regarding the migration data in figure 5, it is surprising that the mutant cells migrated faster 
than WT cells. How can this be explained given that there are alledgedly less total FAs/cell area in 
the cell (from Figure 2) and presumably less FA turnover based on lower phospho-FAK and phospho-
Src (from Figure 4) in mutant keratin expressing cells compared to WT?  
 
The force balance between progressive and adhesive forces including traction forces is a 
determinant of migration speed, and there is generally an inverse correlation between the size and 
organization of FAs and cell migration speed and between the contractile force and the maximal 
cell migration speed (Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996; Oliver et al., 1994; Trepat et al., 2009; 
George et al, 2017). Our results showing that the average migration velocity of K14R131P was 
significantly faster than that of K14-WT cells are consistent with a decrease in focal adhesion 
formation and a reduction of traction forces in K14R131P. 
 
6)Related to the previous point, does RhoA activation “restore” the migration characteristics of the 
mutant keratin expressing cells to a more WT-like state? 
 
It is experimentally difficult to investigate whether CN03 can rescue the collective migration of 
K14R131P, because it takes at least 53 h to subject cells to the experiment and takes additional 5 h 
for the time-lapse image acquisition and the effect of CN03 is temporal. 
We showed in our manuscript that CN03 treatment promotes FA maturation but is insufficient to 
restore actin reorganization and FA localization in K14R131P (Page 6, Fig. 2). Taking into account 
that the localization and the turnover of FA is crucial for the organized collective migration 
(Pascalis and Etienne-Manneville, 2017; Huttenlocher and Horwitz, 2011), we assume that global 
activation of Rho by CN03, in the presence of aggregated keratins, will not restore the reduced 
directionality of K14R131P group. 
 
Additional minor comment: 
It is unclear what cells are used in the experiment reported in Figure 4F. 
The data in Figure 4F shows the result of K14-WT mouse keratinocytes. We have confirmed that PP1 
has the same effect on K14R131P (See right panels in the PDF file). 
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Second decision letter 
 
MS ID#: JOCES/2020/243956 
 
MS TITLE: Disease-associated keratin mutations reduce traction forces and compromise adhesion 
and collective migration 
 
AUTHORS: Sachiko Fujiwara, Shinji Deguchi, and Thomas M Magin 
ARTICLE TYPE: Short Report 
 
I am happy to tell you that your manuscript has been accepted for publication in Journal of Cell 
Science, pending standard ethics checks.  
 
 
Reviewer 1 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
Sachiko Fujiwara and colleagues have investigated the effects of keratin K14 mutations on cell 
contractility, adhesion and migration. It is an insightful paper which sheds light on the cellular 
defects which may contribute to Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex (EBS) and also provides a better, 
although still incomplete, characterization of the interplay between keratin intermediate filaments 
and the acto-myosin network.  
 
Comments for the author 
 
I thank the authors for their answers to my previous comments. I think that the addition of new 
data and the more pondered conclusions have clarified the manuscript which is now suitable for 
publication in JCS.  
 
 
Reviewer 3 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
The resubmitted manuscript is improved from the original submission and remains of interest to the 
journal's readership. The data are now clear with the new elements and clarifications provided by 
the authors.  
 
Questions remain regarding the directness for each of these relationships, but it is appreciated that 
such a complex interplay between structural and signaling components is very challenging to tease 
out.  
 
Comments for the author 
 
The new RhoA localization data provided in the resubmission supports the notion that RhoA is 
dependent on WT-keratin 14 to localize to the periphery where FAs form. The observation that 
CN03 (RhoA activation) does not rescue FA formation in the mutant keratin expressing cells would 
suggest that keratins are a key component to facilitate the RhoA-FA connection.  
 
The previously raised concern about cell sizes across genotypes has been eased based on the 
comparison of the mutant keratin to keratin free cells. Both are smaller than WT, but only the 
mutant keratin expressing cells demonstrate actin and FA changes. I agree with the authors’ 
response “that differences in cell size are unlikely to contribute to the above changes”.  
 
All other concerns have been adequately addressed. 
 


